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torians put it at 45,000 years b.c., at which period Pwan
KoOy the supposed constructor of the world, is reputed to
hare lived. This personage is represented as clothed with
a sort of apron of leaves, holding the sun in one hand and
the moon in the other. The Chinese place their deluge
at 2300 b.c., which, in my opinion, goes far to prove that
at this period, at all events, their ancient records may be
said to be, in a great measure, authentic ; for the Hebrew
places the deluge at b.c. 2288, and the English Bible at
b.c. 2348. Mention is furthermore made in their records
of the ark,—" The Keu-cha g =*£" great raft, "performed
a circuit of the heavens" in twelve "years, and existed
on the western seas " in the time of Yaou (b.c. 2330).
Assuming, therefore, that the Chinese authentic records
date from the time of the Hea dynasty, which held sway
from b.c. 2142 to b.c. J756, I shall commence with that.
The first coins would appear to have been issued during
this period, their chief peculiarity being, as might be
expected, their rough forms, and the facts of their being
turned upside down, and the characters written above the
" hole " end instead of below.
The "Shang" dynasty follows, dating b.c. 1743 to
1112, and issued various coins, bearing on them in
obsolete characters inscriptions indicative of such ex-
pressions as "the source of commerce," "money for
commerce" "money for the ten (that is, all sorts of)
goods/' &c., Sec.
The " Chow " dynasty, which comes next, had a won-
derful duration, lasting from b.c. 1112 to 243. In the
beginning of it the present shape of coinage appears to
have been issued, having a larger hole and being destitute
of all character.
. King Wang, the twenty-fifth sovereign of this line, is

